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Longer Lifespans & Prescription Addiction
As the average lifespan continues to
reach new heights, the increased need for
prescription medication is understandable
to treat the ailments and illnesses that can
occur over time.
The problem is people can develop an
addiction. More and more people are
living into their 90s, which is good news,
but there’s a growing concern regarding
the elderly becoming dependent on the
medication they were prescribed.
According to a 2014 report from the
National Institute of Drug Abuse, about
25 percent of adults over the age of 50
use prescription psychoactive medications
that have the potential to be misused or
abused. Older adults face an increased risk
of addiction in part because of their slower
metabolism and a heightened sensitivity
to medication.1
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Opioid pain medications, such as oxycodone
(OxyContin, Percocet) and fentanyl, can
be addictive and are often prescribed for
chronic lower back pain, fibromyalgia and
arthritis, conditions that are most common
for people over the age of 50. Symptoms of
addiction may include anxiety, depression
and disorientation.2
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2016 Five Star Wealth Managers
looking for financial advice regarding
their retirement needs? We offer a
complimentary strategy session to
discuss your retirement concerns. Even
if you already have a plan, it never
hurts to get a second opinion to make
sure you’re on the right track. Call our
With all the world market volatility,
office at 210-530-1292 or 866-210and DOL regulations coming down,
2489
to schedule an appointment. If
investors are checking their portfolios
you
do
know of someone you would
on a monthly basis. With this thirdparty credential, it will give information like to refer to TFA who is interested
in meeting with one of our advisors,
to allow investors to make better
give us a call and let us know or have
financial decisions when it comes to
them call our office to schedule their
choosing a financial advisor.
complimentary appointment.
Texas Financial Advisory and
Brooklynn Chandler Willy will be part
of an elite group to be recognized in the
August edition of the Texas Monthly
Magazine. Pick up your copy today!

Do you need to take a look at your
portfolio to make sure your money
will last your retirement? Do you
know of someone, a relative, friend,
co-worker or acquaintance that may be

clients of Texas Financial were
interviewed in connection with the
award (this would be a testimonial and
SEC rules prohibit testimonials for the
most part); 3. The award is not granted
on the basis of client satisfaction;
and 4. Five Star conducts their own
review independent of Texas Financial
Advisory. 5. Five Star is not an
endorsement, and this designation has
no promise of future returns from your
investments.

1. Five Star is completely independent
of, and unaffiliated with, Texas
Financial Advisory and you do not pay
for this designation; 2. No existing

Copyright © 2016 | Texas Financial Advisory - Brooklynn Chandler Willy & Associates, All rights reserved.
Investment Advisory Services offered through Global Financial Private Capital, LLC, an SEC Registered Investment Adviser. Any
comments regarding safe and secure investments, and guaranteed income streams refers only to fixed insurance products. They do not
refer, in any way to securities or investment advisory products. Fixed Insurance and Annuity product guarantees are subject to the
claims-paying ability of the issuing company and are not offered by Global Financial Private Capital.
We are an independent firm helping individuals create retirement strategies using a variety of insurance and investment products to custom suit
their needs and objectives. Investing involves risk, including the potential loss of principal. No investment strategy can guarantee a profit or
protect against loss in periods of declining values. Nothing in this communication shall constitute an offer to sell or solicit any offer to buy a
security or any insurance product. The information contained in this material has been obtained from third-party sources believed to be reliable,
but accuracy and completeness cannot be guaranteed; it is not intended to be used as the sole basis for financial decisions. If you are unable to
access any of the news articles and sources through the links provided in this text, please contact us to request a copy of the desired reference.

Holiday Gift Giving Ideas
There was a time when gift cards
seemed like a less thoughtful gift, used
by people who had trouble coming
up with an actual idea for a present.
However, holiday gift giving trends have
changed with the times.
More people are realizing enjoyment
comes from experiences rather than
material objects, and as a result, recent
research has found that “experiential
gifts,” such as concert tickets or a gift
certificate to a favorite restaurant,
tend to resonate more with recipients.
These types of gifts enable a stronger

emotional connection because the
receiver retains the memory of the
experience and associates those
pleasurable feelings with the giver.
Interestingly, recipients report that
even if they don’t like experiential gifts
any better, they still feel a stronger
connection to the giver.1
Keep in mind this gift-giving strategy
may not be as effective with little ones.
Kids want something they can enjoy the
second it’s unwrapped. If you have a
young girl on your list, consider Mattel’s
new line of Barbie dolls. In an effort to

reverse the downward trend of sales over
the past four years, the toymaker has
introduced curvier, petite and taller dolls
with more realistic bodies.2
Or, you could take that idea a step
further and purchase a doll that looks
exactly like the person on your list. With
prices ranging from $95 to $695, you
can have a detailed figurine created by
DOOB 3D to match their body and face.
It requires your recipient to step into one
of the scanning booths at a company
store, of which there are presently only
a handful in the world. The doll is then
reproduced on a high-end 3-D printer to
create a selfie figurine.3
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…Diffuse an Argument
• First establish the issue being
discussed; too often people don’t
realize they’re arguing about
fundamentally different issues.
• Establish your goal: Is it
necessary to change the other
person’s way of thinking or find
a common ground?
• Ask for the opportunity to
present your facts and feelings
without interruption.
• Offer the opportunity to listen to
the other person’s facts and feelings
without interruption.

• Recognize that no two people
think exactly the same way, hold
the exact same beliefs or respond to
situations in the same way.
• If you feel yourself getting
agitated, take slow, deep breaths.
This enables more oxygen to enter
the brain, which relieves stress and
helps you think more clearly.
• Avoid bringing up examples from
the past to support your point.
• Do not belittle the other person’s
feelings: If it’s important to him or
her, then it’s important.

The Effects of Investing in Sustainable Development
Investing in sustainable
development can provide a sense of
satisfaction if you know your money
is investing in an industry that could
potentially power our world, feed
populations or help nurture and protect
our environment.
Sustainable development
investments could contribute to
efficient, effective, consistent
strategies for the future of the world.
Typically, people and institutions
only want to invest in a product
if it generates strong and stable
returns, not the effect it may have
on the environment.
Last year, 193 nations adopted
the United Nations Global Goals for
Sustainable Development (SDGs),
designed to protect natural resources,
end extreme poverty and foster
prosperity for all. These goals require
an investment of approximately
$4.5 trillion per year in developing
countries until 2030, of which there
is currently a gap of more than $3
trillion. Analysts project that if global
investors allocated 1 percent of capital
stock to sustainable development each
year, these goals could be met, sparing
millions of people from preventable
diseases and providing education and
economic opportunity.1
However, investing in sustainable
development may come with its own
risks, including natural disasters,
political, economic, market and
cultural instability in global
markets. While these risks may
increase exponentially with the
amount of investment, individuals
can help manage their personal risk
by discussing these opportunities
with a financial advisor who is

qualified to offer these types of
investments and determine whether
they are appropriate for their
financial situation.
For many investors, the transition to
this type of investment has developed
over time as a natural progression
from philanthropy to values-based
socially responsible investing (such as
avoiding tobacco or arms companies)
to today’s trend toward values-driven
sustainable investing. Investments in
sustainable development generally
include social, economic or
environmental causes in which risks
may be managed and rewards are
greater than just a possible monetary
return on investment. For example:
• Renewable energy sources
• Alternative transportation

• Clean water
• Non-hazardous materials
• Urbanization
• Ethical consumerism
• Green construction
• Recycling industry
• Organic foods
Investing involves risk, including
the potential loss of principal. No
investment strategy can guarantee a
profit or protect against loss in periods
of declining values.
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Scott Minerd. Guggenheim Partners.
May 20, 2016. “Sustainable
Development: The Future of Investing.”
https://www.guggenheimpartners.com/
perspectives/media/sustainable-developmentthe-future-of-investing.
Accessed June 20, 2016.

“If global investors allocated 1 percent of capital
stock to sustainable development each year, these
goals could be met, sparing millions of people from
preventable diseases and providing education and
economic opportunity.”

Self-Made Success
Hard work leads to success:
That’s the American dream.
However, researchers who study
what leads to success say simply
being born an American is a
significant contributing factor.
Interestingly, the more successful
a person, the less likely he or she is
to think luck played a part. But let’s
face it, being born in a developed
country is perhaps one of the biggest
strokes of luck a person can have.
Another factor that can fuel success:
Recognizing your own good fortune.
Studies have found that people
who attribute all of their success
to their own hard work and talent
are less likely to be generous or
philanthropic. However, if reminded
that their success was aided by such
factors as opportunity and/or being at

the right place at the right time, they
benefit from some positive factors.
For example, those who are grateful
experience fewer aches and pains,
improved sleep quality, heightened
alertness, greater feelings of joy
and even become more outgoing
and compassionate.
Studies have also found that when
reminded of the importance of good
fortune in our lives, we tend to “give
back” more to common causes.
This is particularly important if, for
example, having a good education
was key to your success. Giving
back to your local school system or
university can in turn provide many
of the same opportunities to less
fortunate students. They, in turn,
can count luck and hard work as
ingredients to their success.1
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Robert H. Frank. The Atlantic. May
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SUDOKU
Instructions:
Fill in each square with
one of the numbers 1 to 9
such that no number repeats
in any row, column or
3 by 3 box.
Grade is Moderate

TFA Loyalty App Coming Soon!
Texas Financial Advisory will soon be launching the TFA
Elite Client Loyalty App. With this app clients will be able
to easy access to the TFA contact information, upcoming
events, coupons, and social portals. Through the app
they will also be able to receive notifications from TFA
and easily send a referral email to a relative, friend, coworker or acquaintance that may be looking for financial
retirement advice.
As always TFA offers a complimentary strategy session
for anyone looking to discuss their retirement concerns
or looking for a second opinion on their retirement
plan. When you hear a friend or loved one in any of the
following situations, just send them the referral email
through the app or you can always call our office to pass
their name and number along to us after telling them we’ve
made a difference in your life.

Keep your eyes open for the TFA Elite Client Loyalty App
launching coming soon! Details of how to easily download
and use the app will also be announced at that time.

• Retired or retiring soon from their job
• Mentioning they aren’t happy with their current financial
advisor
• Complaints about low interest rates they are receiving
• Unhappy about money they are losing in the stock market

AUTUMN CHOWDER
ANSWER KEY:

• 2 bacon strips, diced
• 1/4 cup chopped onion
• 1 medium red potato
• 1 small carrot
• 1/2 cup water
• 3/4 tsp chicken bouillon granules
Chop onion, cube potato and cut carrot in half
lengthwise, slice thin.
In a large saucepan, cook bacon over medium
heat until crisp; remove to paper towels. Drain,
reserving 1 teaspoon drippings. In the drippings,
sauté onion until tender. Add the potato, carrot,
water and bouillon. Bring to a boil. Reduce heat;
cover and simmer for 15-20 minutes or until the
vegetables are almost tender.

• 1 cup milk
• 2/3 cup frozen corn
• 1/8 tsp pepper
• 2 1/2 tsp all-purpose flour
• 2 tbsp cold water
• 3/4 cup shredded cheddar cheese

Stir in the milk, corn and pepper. Cook 5
minutes longer. Combine the flour and cold
water until smooth; gradually whisk into soup.
Bring to a boil; cook and stir for 1-2 minutes or
until thickened. Remove from the heat; stir in
cheese until melted. Sprinkle with bacon. Yield:
2 servings.
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UPCOMING DATES
SEPTEMBER
5 LABOR DAY
14 WORKSHOP (TENTATIVE)
20 WORKSHOP (TENTATIVE)
22 FALL BEGINS
27 WORKSHOP (TENTATIVE)
OCTOBER
4 WORKSHOP (TENTATIVE)
10 COLUMBUS DAY
12 WORKSHOP (TENTATIVE)
31 HALLOWEEN

